CyberSpace@UCLA

Organizers
Susanne Lohmann, Political Science
Francis Steen, Communication Studies

Sponsors
Academic Technology Services
Dean of the Division of Social Sciences
Dean of the Anderson School

Purpose
Our working group mixes and matches faculty, graduate students, and non-academics from the public and private sectors who are on the cutting edge of the information technology revolution or have relevant expertise on the Internet, the history of the book, mass entertainment, multi-player computer games, distance education, information science, intellectual property rights, complex human systems, and agent-based modeling.

Activities
May 2, 2002 4-6pm (with reception and dinner following) Anderson School Executive Dining Room
CyberSpace@UCLA seminar on Networked Computer Simulations: Whence We Came, Whither We Go
Speaker: Gershon Weltman, Former Chairman and CEO of Perceptronics, Inc.
Chair: Marsha Smith, Director, UCLA Academic Technology Services
Discussant: Mohan Rao, Director, Intecap, Inc.
Organized by Francis Steen, UCLA Communication Studies Program, and Susanne Lohmann, UCLA Department of Political Science
Sponsored by CyberSpace@UCLA with the generous help of Academic Technology Services, the Dean of the Division of Social Sciences, and the Dean of the Anderson School of Management
May 23, 2002 4-6pm (with reception and dinner following) Anderson School Executive Dining Room
CyberSpace@UCLA seminar on Twenty-first Century Technology, Stone Age Anthropology: What Online Games Can Teach Us About Networked Social Interaction
Speaker: J.C. Herz, CEO, Joystick Nation and author of Joystick Nation
Chair: Harvey Harrison, Catalyst Literary and Talent Agency and UCLA Department of Psychiatry and Biobehavioral Sciences
Discussant: Edward Castranova, Cal State Fullerton Department of Economics and author of “Virtual Worlds—a First Hand Account of Market and Society on the Cyberian Front”
Organized by Francis Steen, UCLA Communication Studies Program, and Susanne Lohmann, UCLA Department of Political Science
Sponsored by CyberSpace@UCLA with the generous help of Academic Technology Services, the Dean of the Division of Social Sciences, and the Dean of the Anderson School of Management

October 18, 2002 9am-6pm UCLA Faculty Center
Can’t the University Be More Like the Computer Games Industry?

January 17, 2003 9am-6pm UCLA Faculty Center
Information Commons and Corporate Enclosures: The Social Impact of Global Connectivity
Part I: Who Owns the Internet?

April 11, 2003 9am-6pm UCLA Faculty Center
Information Commons and Corporate Enclosures: The Social Impact of Global Connectivity
Part II: Who Owns the University?

October 17, 2003 9am-6pm UCLA Faculty Center
Darwin Goes to Hollywood

Members of Working Group

UCLA faculty
Tamara Addison, Psychology addison@psych.ucla.edu
Rebecca Allen, Design | Media Arts rallen@arts.ucla.edu
Marcia Bates, Graduate School of Education and Information Studies mjbates@ucla.edu
Sidney Berger, Graduate School of Education and Information Studies sid@ucla.edu
Stuart Biegel, Graduate School of Education and Information Studies and UCLA School of Law, Director of the UCLA Online Institute for Cyberspace Law and Policy biegel@ucla.edu
Sushil Bikhchandani, Anderson School sbikhcha@anderson.ucla.edu
Phil Bonacich, Sociology bonacich@soc.ucla.edu
Christine Borgman, Graduate School of Education and Information Studies cborgman@ucla.edu
Michael Chwe, Political Science michael@chwe.net
Michele Cloonan, Graduate School of Education and Information Studies mcloonan@ucla.edu
Jeffrey Cole, Communication Studies and Director, Center for Communication Policy
cole@ucla.edu
Michael Curry, Geography curry@geog.ucla.edu
J. R. De Shazo, School of Public Policy and Social Research deshazo@ucla.edu
Harold Demsetz, Economics hdemsetz@ucla.edu
Bernard Frischer, Classics frischer@ucla.edu
Jonathan Furner, Graduate School of Education and Information Studies
jfurner@ucla.edu
Lisa Gerrard, Writing Program gerrard@humnet.ucla.edu
Nicholas Gessler, Geography and Humanities Computing gessler@ucla.edu
Timothy Groeling, Communication Studies groeling@commstuds.ucla.edu
Harvey Harrison, Neuropsychiatric Institute jasper@ix.netcom.com
Martie Haselton, Communication Studies haselton@ucla.edu
Katherine Hayles, English hayles@humnet.ucla.edu
Dominique Hanssens, Anderson School dominique.hanssens@anderson.ucla.edu
Jack Hirshleifer, Economics hirshleij@econ.ucla.edu
Justin Hughes, Law hughes@law.ucla.edu
Mark Kleiman, School of Public Policy and Social Research kleiman@ucla.edu
Peter Kolkog, Sociology kollock@ucla.edu
Richard Lanham, English lanhamrich@aol.com
Leah Lievrouw, Graduate School of Education and Information Studies
llievrou@ucla.edu
Susanne Lohmann, Political Science lohmann@ucla.edu
Neil Malamuth, Communication Studies nmalamut@ucla.edu
Bill McKelvey, Anderson School mckelvey@anderson.ucla.edu
Dario Nardi, Mathematics dnardi@math.ucla.edu
Dwight Read, Anthropology dread@anthro.ucla.edu
Janice Reiff, History jreiff@ucla.edu
John Schumann, Applied Linguistics schumann@humnet.ucla.edu
Francis Steen, Communication Studies steen@commstuds.ucla.edu
Richard Steinberg, Law steinber@law.ucla.edu
Steven Steinberg, Writing Program steinber@humnet.ucla.edu
Eugene Volokh, Law volokh@mail.law.ucla.edu
Jeff Wheeler, Writing Program wheeler@humnet.ucla.edu
John Wiley, Law wiley@law.ucla.edu

UCLA graduate students
David Dayan-Rosenman, Political Science david@cs.ucla.edu
Leslie Henrickson, Graduate School of Education and Information Studies
lhenrick@ucla.edu
So Young Kim, Political Sciencesyk@ucla.edu
Darren Schreiber, Political Science dschreib@ucla.edu
Jeff Shih, Political Science jeff_shih@yahoo.com
Andrew Thomas, Graduate School of Education and Information Studies
andrewt@ucla.edu
Carlo Tognato, Political Science tognato@ucla.edu

Faculty at other UC Campuses
Linda Cohen, UCI Economics and USC Law lrcohen@orion.oac.uci.edu
Faculty at other institutions of higher education
Abel Alves, Ball State University History aalves@gw.bsu.edu
Edward Castranova, Cal State Fullerton Economics ecastronova@fullerton.edu
Janet Fulk, USC Annenberg School fulk@usc.edu
Andrew Jakubowicz, University of Technology Sydney Sociology Andrew.Jakubowicz@uts.edu.au
Dan Klerman, Law dklerman@law.usc.edu
James Konow, Loyola Marymount University Economics jkonow@lmu.edu
Peter Monge, USC Annenberg School monge@usc.edu
Elinor Ostrom, Indiana University Political Science ostrom@indiana.edu
Lynn Thomas, Pomona College Anthropology lynn_thomas@pomona.edu
Paul Zak, Claremont Graduate University Economics zakp@cgu.edu

Experts from the non-academic public and private sectors
Steven Bankes, Evolving Logic bankes@evolvinglogic.com
Kenneth Bausch, Ongoing Emergence kenbausch@attbi.com
Leslie Brothers, leslie.brothers@verizon.net
James Dewar, RAND Graduate School dewar@rand.org
Jeffrey Goldberg jeffrey@goldmark.org
Art Griffin, ACM Associates agriffin@acm.org
Gano Haine, President Stunt Puppy Entertainment, Inc. gano@stuntpuppy.com
Michael Harrington, Adelphia michaelharrington@adelphia.net
Harvey Harrison, entertainment lawyer jasper@ix.netcom.com
J.C. Herz, author of Joystick Nation and President, joysticknation.com, jc@joysticknation.com
Bernado Huberman, Hewlett Packard huberman@exch.hpl.hp.com
Gus Koehler, California Community Colleges Economic Development Network rhythm@mail.ns.net
Norman Johnson, Los Alamos National Laboratory nlj@lanl.gov
Mark Latham, The Corporate Monitoring Project, mlatham@corpmon.com
Dave Niebuhr, Lakeside Investments dnieb@aol.com
Mohan Rao, Director, InteCap Inc. mrao@intecap.com
Martin Rossman, Austrian Financial Market Authority mrossmann@gmx.net
Desmond Saunders-Newton, Department of Defense Desmond.Saunders-Newton@osd.mil
Richard Stallman, Founder of the GNU free software project / programmer rms@stallman.org
Gershon Weltman, chairman of Alpha Virtual gweltman@speakeasy.net